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This is the first attempt for you to write dissertation proposal but you are looking for guidelines to
structure and format a dissertation

Students usually need to write dissertation proposal to convince the scholarly committee that the
writer is working on an interesting and valuable issues. Nevertheless, the problem arises when they
have to decide the content that needs to be presented in a logical order to make the piece of writing
worthwhile. It becomes a tough job when you have to decide the approach for the proposal.

Following are the 4 basic tips to guide your way through writing dissertation proposal

1.Understand the Purpose of the proposal

Before writing a proposal, you need to understand the intent of it that majorly are two: first, it is a
sketch of how the dissertation will be carried out. Secondly, it aims to persuade your supervisor to
support the theme of your dissertation. The committee evaluates the aim of your dissertation by
rigorously judging the proposal.

2.The appropriate length of your proposal

The proposal must be at least 10 pages long but you can take up to 15-20 pages depending upon
your requirement. Some topics need more space and argumentation to explain your viewpoint and
establish the need of the study.

3.Defending the proposal

Provide a strong defense to your study after giving a sound ground to the potential problem that
may occur. Fully address such issues in your defense to convince the committee member that you
are fully prepared and know what you have to do.

4.Sections to cover in your proposal

There are 5 major sections that you need to cover in your proposal.

I.Summary

Write a short summary covering the main objective of your study to give an idea of what to expect
further sections in the proposal.

II.Body

In this section, you need to define the significance, key areas and context of your study. Be current
and up-to-date in identifying the problems, issues key developments and the progress of others in
your related field, as an obsolete idea will result in rejection.

III.Contribution

Emphasize on the answers that your study will give. Stress over the contributions that you aim to
make in your related field.
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IV.Timeline

Explain on how you will go about while completing your dissertation. Include the sources and
materials that you plan to utilize for collecting the data

V.Bibliography & Appendix

Give references of the materials that you have used in preparing your proposal. Also, attach other
supporting materials that you think must be presented for further explanation.

The first step towards the major project of your academic career is to write dissertation proposal.
Following these guidelines will help you in developing an explicit and concise study of a particular
area of you field
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